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Abstract. Let D be a statistical design consisting of v varieties on b 
blocks. We say it is binary if a variety occurs at most once on every 
block. For varieties p and q on blocks x and y respectively, we can obtain 

design D' from D by interchanging p and q (so p is on y and q is on x). 
We say that the exchange is binary if either x y, or p q, or: q not 
on x and p not on y. If D is binary then D' is also binary. We examine 
the equivalence classes for binary designs under binary interchanges. This 
work is relevant in the construction of certain classes of optimal or near
optimal designs. 

1 Introduction 

In [5] Venables and Eccleston considered a family of techniques to construct "optimal" 
or "near optimal" incomplete block designs. These designs may have extra prescribed 
properties such as resolvability, or being a row-column design. The techniques employ 
randomized search directions and at some stages allow the possibilities of taking 
"steps" in a direction of decreasing efficiency in an effort to avoid local optima (as in 
the simulated annealing algorithm of combinatorial optimization). These steps are 
in general called interchanges and the aim of this note is to examine a special class 
of interchanges (which we will call binary or b-interchanges) and determine which 
designs can be obtained from others using b-interchanges. The two advantages of 
using b-interchanges over interchanges (in an appropriate situation) is firstly, that 
there are in general fewer b-interchanges than interchanges at anyone step, and 
secondly, that using b-interchanges preserves the property of the being binary; 
in general this is not true for interchanges. For a given parameter the subclass 
of the designs which are binary is relatively small. A possible disadvantage of using 
b-interchanges over interchanges is that it may take more b-interchanges to transform 
one design into another. 

2 Notation 

For an introduction to the theory of statistical designs, see [4]. Let V be a set of v 
varieties and B a set of b blocks. A design is an allocation of varieties to blocks, where 
a variety may be allocated more than once to a block. Let nij denote the number of 
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tImes vanety 1, occurs m block J ~1 S 1. S v, 1 S J S b). The v X b matrIx 1Y lnijJ 
is called the incidence matrix of the design. If for all i,j, nij E {O, I} then the design 
is said to be binary. This is the case when each occurs at most once in every 
block, and a block can be considered to be a of varieties. A is proper if no 
variety on block and no block contains every 

. Let ri (1 i v) be the number of times i occurs in the similarly 
let kj (1 ::; j b) be the number of (not varieties in block j If 
r = (r1' .. , (where T denotes the (klJ .. . , kb)T, then 

and 

where Iu the all 
If r rIb then the with replication number r. If 

k = kiv then the is with block size k. If p 
occurs in block x we write p otherwise we write p tt x. 

For aD, let p, q be varieties on blocks and y We call 
E = rep, y)] an interchange pair Let D( E) be the the 
same as D that in D( E) variety p occurs in block y in place of that occurrence 
of q, and q occurs in block x in place of that occurrence of p. If x y or p q 
then D(E) D and the called trivial. Note that does 
not alter the number ki of varieties on block i or the number rj of blocks on variety j. 
Hence if Nand N' are the incidence matrices for D and D(E) rp,'1'\prTl1Tpllv 

we have 
(1) 

is binary if and only if E is trivial or both p y and q (j'. x. 
An interchange the latter property is called a binary-interchange pair (or 
b-interchange for short). after performing a b-interchange, binary design is 
again a binary Further, a binary equireplicate block design remains binary 
equireplicate block design under b-interchanges. If E rep, x), (q, y)] is b-interchange 
pair for such D then E' = [(p,y), (q,x)] is a b-interchange pair for D(E) and 
D(E)(E') = D. performing b-interchange is a reversible operation. 

Note that if EI = [(Pl, xd, (P21 X2)] and E2 = [( qI, Y2), (q2, Y2)] are two b-inter
change pairs for D with Xl, X2, Yl and Y2 distinct blocks, then E2 is a b-interchange 
pair for D(Ed (and vice versa) and also D(El)(E2) = D(E2)(Ed. If D' is obtained 
from D by sequence of b-interchanges, then D can also be obtained from D' by a 
sequence of b-interchanges. Thus the relation D ~ D' when D' is obtainable from D 
by a sequence of b-interchanges is an equivalence relation. The aim of this paper is to 
classify the equivalence classes of the collection of all binary designs with v varieties 
and b blocks. 

An m-resolvable design (m 2 1) is an equireplicate block design D \vith replication 
number r and whose blocks 8 are partitioned into sets 8 1 , ... ,l3rlm such that each 
8 i (1 ::; i ::; r / m) is an equireplicate block design with replication number m. 

Result 1 ([5]) i. The collection of all proper equireplicate block designs with given 
parameters v, k, r is an equivalence class under interchanging. 

2. The collection of all i-resolvable designs with given parameters is an equivalence 
class under interchanging using blocks of the same class only. 
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The aim of this note is to prove the corresponding results for the binary designs 
(not necessarily block or equireplicate) using only b-interchanges. 

3 Main result 

For fixed v and b (v, b 2: 1), let C be the collection of all binary designs with v varieties 
and b blocks. 

For a ::; m ::; v, we say that binary designs agree on Vm = {I, 2,0' ., m} if the 
m 2:: 1 varieties 1, .. , m are in exactly the same blocks in both If m a 
then the condition is regarded as empty. Note that two designs agree on Vv if and 
only if they are identical. 

Theorem 1 Designs C, DEC are in the same equivalence class if and only if their 
incidence matrices Nc and ND satisfy: Nc1b ND1b and Nl:l v N};lv. 

Proof. From (1) in Sect. 2, the condition is necessary. vVe show that it is sufficient. 
Suppose C, DEC satisfy the conditions on their incidence matrices given in the 

theorem. So each block x E B contains the same number kx of varieties in both C 
and D; similarly each variety p E V is in the same number rp blocks in both C and 
D. 

We will give an algorithm to show that C and D are equivalent. Suppose m 
satisfies a ::; m < v. We show what to do at Step m below and by doing Step a to 
Step v 1 we will show that C and D are equivalent. 

At Step m: 

Suppose that 

Suppose further 

Cm and Dm agree on Vm 

variety m + 1 E 81,·0., Su, Yu+l,···, Yrm+l' 

variety m + 1 ,E Sl, ... , Su, Zu+1,·· ., zrm +l 

(2) 

where 81, ... , Su, YuH, ... , Yrm +l' Zu+1, ... , Zrrn+l are all distinct blocks and possibly 
some of the subsequences are empty. Consider Yi and Zi (u < i ::; rm+l)' In Dml 
variety m + 1 ~ Vi. If Yi\(Zi U Vm ) f. 0 in Dm then let qi E Yi\(Zi U Vm ). By (2) 
YinVm = ZinVm so qi rt. Vm. Ei [(m + 1,zi),(qi,Yi)] is a b-interchangepairfor D m, 
and then in both Cm and Dm (Ei) we have variety m + 1 E Yi and m + 1 rt. Zi. 

Suppose now that in Dm we have Yi\(ZiUVm) = 0. By (2) this holds if and only if 
Yi ~ Zi· Consider the situation in Cm - We have variety m + 1 rt. by the definition 
of Zi· So variety m + 1 E Yi\Zi and as Yi ~ Zi we have kYi ::; kZi and so Zi\Yi f. 0. Let 
qi E Zi\Yi, and by (2) qi ~ Vmo Fi = [(m + 1, Vi), (qi, Zi)] is a b-interchange pair for 
Cm, and in both Cm(Fi) and Dm we have variety m + 1 E Zi and variety m + 1 tJ Vi. 

Calculate all the b-interchange pairs Ei or Fi obtained in this manner (u < i .:; 
rm+l)' None of the varieties in the b-interchange pairs include any varieties from Vm . 

The b-interchange pairs are all on distinct blocks so we can perform them in any 
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order: let C m +1 be the obtained from em by the Pi's and let iJm+l the design 
obtained from Dm the So we have Cm Cm+l, f'V Dm+1 and 

Thus we have the conditions to apply m+1. 

Let Co C, Do D. Co and Do for m 0, since in this case the 
condition is empty. Apply Step 0 described 
1, Step 2 and so on until after Step v 

to obtain C1 , D1 and then Step 
agree on V, that is, Cv = Dv. 

So we have C Co rv C1 rv • • • Cv = rv •• f'V Do D, that is, C and D are in 
the same as required. o 

Corollary 1 There is a one to one correspondence between equivalence classes of C 
and pairs (r, k) of vectors r = .. , rv)T and k (k11 ... , kb)T with 

v 

k J (3) 

The correspondence is given by: (r, k) rn'r7'PQ71I'l7111 .. '< to collection of (binary) designs 
D with incidence matrix N D satisfying 

rand k (4) 

Proof. By counting the varieties of a design D in two ways, if D satisfies (4) then 
D also satisfies (3). The corollary now follows from Theorem 1. 0 

Corollary 2 For a fixed v, k and 1') the collection of all binary equireplicate block 
designs is an equivalence class under b-interchanges. 

Proof. Such designs D are characterised by their incidence matrix N D satisfying 
NDI v = rIv and NJ;lb = kI b. 0 

Corollary 3 The collection of all binary m-resolvable with given parameters 
v, k, r is an equivalence class under involving blocks of the same class. 

Proof. The set of blocks in any given block class a binary equireplicate block 
design with block size k and replication number r / m. The collection of these designs 
is an equivalence class under b-interchanges. 0 

Note that for a I-resolvable design, every interchange involving blocks from the 
same class is a b-interchange. 

4 Comlllents 

For t .;::. 2, a t-( v, k, ,\) design D is a block design with v varieties, block size k such 
that every t distinct varieties is on ,\ blocks. Such a design has 

b=,\_v~(v_-~I)_._ .. ~(_v __ t_+_I~) 
k(k-l)···(k t+1) 
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blocks [3, Corollary 1.4, p7]. Also from [3, Theorem 1.2, p6] D is equireplicate 
with replication number r = bk/v. Thus D belongs to the equivalence class with v 
varieties, b blocks and with k = k1b and r r1vo 

A further comment. By Corollary 2, the equivalence class containing an equirepli
cate block design with v varieties, b blocks, replication number r and block size k 
includes all designs with these parameters. In particular, if D and D' are isomor
phic such designs (by isomorphic we mean there exist permutations a on V, f3 on 
B with P E x in D if and only if pa E xf3 in D') then D' can be obtained from D 
by b-interchanges. This does not necessarily hold for other equivalence classes. In 
other words, isomorphic designs are not necessarily in the same equivalence class. For 
example, consider the designs C and D whose incidence matrices are: 

ND = (~ i ~) 
o 1 1 

They are isomorphic with a being the identity on V and /3: 1 I---t 1 and 2 f-7 3, 
where B {1, 2, 3}. As N!;lv =1= NJ;lv they are not in the same equivalence class 
(Theorem 1). 
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